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LASER CUTTER: RHINO-6: VECTOR CUTTING and SCORING v.29aug2019

Lab Manager is: Judy Kreiger  (jlkreiger@bsu.edu)

YOU MUST SIGN IN WHEN USING THE LASER LAB.

Have a Laser Room Monitor assist you the first few times you use 
the laser cutters and any time you have questions. 
Mistakes can damage equipment.

Let monitors know you are in Arch 263 and are expected to cut 
from Rhino. They can ask Judy if they have any doubts.

The lab has four laser cutters with two different bed sizes:
1 x (18 inches x 24 inches)   3 x (18 inches x 32 inches)

Use inches as your units in Rhino when laser cutting.

We will supply you with a Rhino template file for cut sheets.

Save your work to an external storage device or the cloud.
The computers reset to their default if restarted. Any work 
saved on the machines will be lost.

NOTE:

You must stay at the machine when it is actually cutting 
in case any fires start. A quick response is important to 
limit damage and the spread of fire. 
YOU ARE OUR FIRST LINE OF RESPONSE.

Stop the machine and get the lab monitor immediately,
if a fire starts.
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STEP 1:

MAKE SURE YOUR UNITS ARE INCHES IN RHINO.
Use the command “DocumentProperties” or “Units.”
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Layer  Red Green  Blue
Black  0  0   0
Red  255  0   0
Green  0  255   0
Yellow 255  255   0
Blue  0  0   255
Magenta 255  0   255
Cyan  0  255   255
Orange 255  102   0

Double-click on the “Print Width” column.

The layer must be set to “Hairline” for 
vector cuts or scores.

“No Print” allows you to leave useful 
layers on, such as “Machine Bed” 
without them cutting.

STEP 2:

MAKE SURE YOUR LAYER COLORS AND LINE WEIGHTS ARE CORRECT

THIS IS THE 
ORDER THE 
LASER WILL 
CUT IN, TYPICALLY.
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Layer colors need to be a specific RGB 
for the laser cutter to read them.
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“Print” will open the Print Set up window.

Make sure “Destination” is set to the laser cutter.
Typically it is named “PLS” + a number.

STEP 3:

MAKE SURE YOU’RE CONNECTED TO THE LASER CUTTER.
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In “View and Output Scale” use “Window > Set” to set your scale.

STEP 4:

MAKE SURE YOUR SCALE IS SET CORRECTLY.
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Using the “End Point Osnap” set the gray rectangle to either 
the 18 x 24 or the 18 x 32 Machine Bed, depending in which 
laser cutter you are on the gray rectangle will have different 
proportions. Hit “ENTER” when done.

STEP 4 continued:
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“Properties” will open the 
standard laser window 
where you set: 

POWER, SPEED, and PPI.

STEP 5:

MAKE SURE YOUR LASER PROPERTIES ARE SET CORRECTLY.
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STEP 5 continued:

Index cards located at each machine will 
give you suggested guidelines for that 
machine and the operation you want to 
perform. Test cuts are recommended.

POWER, SPEED, and PPI.
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STEP 6:

“Output Type” can affect whether the laser cutter will recognize geometry 
and/or whether it will distort a raster image. 
It is typically set to “vector.”

MISC:
1) Leave the paper on the bottom side of acrylic to protect it from smoke  
   and scratches.

2) Always do test cuts on scrap areas of your material to verify cut 
   settings and to verify tolerances.

3) Work inside-to-the-outside when planning your cut order.
  First: All rastering (we’ll go over rastering in future lectures)
  Second: Vector scoring
  Third: Vecter interior cuts
  Fourth: Vector outside cuts (always cut the part out last)

STEP 7:

Select “Print” to send the file to the laser cutter.
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STEP 8 (Will typically be first step once you’re trained):

1) Have a monitor assist you with FOCUSING THE MACHINE and placing 
   your material the first time, or whenever you are unsure.

2) Open the laser cutter lid and make sure the honeycomb bed is correctly     
   aligned in the machine; toward the back and to the left.

3) Open the Universal Control Panel (UCP) and use the Focus View Icon
   to move the laser over your material.

4) Using the focus stick, adjust the machine bed Z height to the correct   
   height for your current material thickness.

5) Return the focus stick to its holder.

Universal Control Panel (UCP) icon

Laser current location in machine

Focus View Icon


